Level of efficiency in using rice production inputs in Rainfed Land, Ulak Jeremun Village, Ogan Komering Ilir Regency
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ABSTRACT

High productivity was influenced by optimum production input. Efforts to optimize rice production results include examining the effectiveness of factors that influence rice productivity. This research was useful for providing levels of effective and efficient use of inputs to create efficient use of inputs in rice farming. The research aimed to analyze factors that influence rice productivity, analyze the efficiency of using production inputs in rice farming, and calculate rice farming income. This research was conducted in Ulak Jeremun Village, SP Padang District, Ogan Komering Ilir Regency. The location selection was carried out purposively or deliberately due to the reduction in planting area.
Data collection was carried out from August to September 2023. The research method used in this research was the Survey Method. The sampling method used was a simple random sampling method with a total of 60 farmers as respondents. The data used in this research consists of primary data and secondary data. The results of the research show that (1) Factors that have a significant influence on rice productivity in Ulak Jeremun Village are land area, urea fertilizer, and TSP fertilizer. In contrast, those that do not have a significant influence are the dosage of phonska, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, and the number of workers. (2) The efficiency of production inputs in terms of price for the dose used for seeds and the number of workers was efficient. In contrast, the dose used for fertilizers, insecticides, and pesticides could be more efficient. (3) Rice farming income in Ulak Jeremun Village was IDR 6,940,251 per hectare per year. Income was relatively small because farmers' land was flooded, so many weeds, which cause pests in the fields, were difficult for farmers to control.

**INTRODUCTION**

Agriculture is an economic sector that has an important role in Indonesia. The agricultural sector is very strategic as the basis of the people's economy in rural areas, controlling the livelihoods of some of the Indonesian population, absorbing labor, and contributing 14.44% of the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP). (Abidin & Prasetyani, 2021; Anita et al., 2023; Badibanga & Ulimwengu, 2020). The agricultural sector also plays a major role in providing food to achieve food security, economic, social, political, and national security, and providing raw materials needed by a country (Be, 2022; Devaux et al., 2018). The need for agricultural products is increasing along with the increase in population, and this sector is also a source of employment and income for the majority of the population of developing countries such as Indonesia. An important food crop that is widely cultivated by farming households in Indonesia is rice as a rice producer. We strive to ensure sufficient availability of rice throughout the year because the Indonesian population makes rice a staple food. Ninety-five percent of the Indonesian population consumes this food (Rautaray et al., 2017; Sorokhaibam et al., 2017). In Indonesia, rice is a very important commodity because apart from being a staple food, the condition of rice can indirectly affect other consumption materials.

Rainfed rice fields in the Ogan Komering Ilir (OKI) Regency have an area of 9,397 hectares and have the potential to optimize their yields (Utami et al., 2023). (Randika et al., 2022) states that agricultural land is a determinant of the influence of agricultural commodities. The area of rice production land in Ulak Jeremun Village, Ogan Komering Ilir Regency, in 2019 was 20,126 ha and was included in the criteria of being quite large but having many obstacles, such as flooded rice fields. Farmers in Ogan Komering Ilir Regency generally have quite extensive land holdings with an average holding of more than one hectare. Increases and decreases in production can occur due to changes in the use of production factors. (Atiyatna et al., 2016) States that agricultural products are produced from a combination of production factors of land, labor, and capital (fertilizer, seeds, and medicines). In farming technology, the use of production factors plays a very important role because inaccurate use of the number and combination of production factors results in low production or high production costs. Low production and high production costs will result in low farmer income. Due to farmers' limited knowledge of farming concepts, there are still many farmers who do not understand how production factors are used efficiently.

Lowland rice productivity has decreased, whereas in 2020, productivity has decreased. The decline in lowland rice production is due to flooding and weeds that cannot be overcome. The increasing trend of intensification efforts through organic fertilization due to land degradation is facing various challenges. The importance of the rice commodity is so important that the researchers tried to examine the production factors that influence rice production, the use of production factors allocated by rice farmers in achieving economic efficiency, and the
conditions of the scale of lowland rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village. Good production inputs influence good productivity; the point is to produce rice production using efficient inputs. One effort that can be made to optimize rice production results is to look at the efficiency of the factors that influence rice production activities. So that later, we can see whether the use of production inputs can be said to be efficient or not (Gapatutugan et al., 2019; Kintamani & Bangli, 2019).

Production efficiency should be important for farmers to pay attention to (Retnowati et al., 2018). With efficiency, farmers can use production inputs by regulations to obtain optimal production. If the results of using these inputs are inefficient, it means that one of the production factors cannot produce maximum production output. Based on the descriptions above, the research objectives are (1) Analyzing factors that influence rice productivity, (2) Analyzing the efficiency of using production inputs in rice farming, and (3) Calculating rice farming income. The study aimed to analyze factors that influence rice productivity, analyze the efficiency of using production inputs in rice farming, and calculate rice farming income.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

To answer the objectives and test the first hypothesis, namely, it was suspected that the factors that influence rice productivity were the area of land owned, the dosage of urea fertilizer, TSP fertilizer, NPK fertilizer, herbicides, pesticide insecticides and the number of workers which have a positive effect using the function analysis test—cobb-Douglas production. The first preparation was collecting data. Then, after the data has been collected, analysis was carried out. The Cobb-Douglas function was used to determine the effect of using production factors or inputs on the amount of production produced. The factors that influence rice productivity in Ulak Jeremun Village were processed using Multiple Linear Regression analysis with the help of the SPSS application. Multiple Linear Regression was used to see the influence of the independent variable on the dependent variable. In Multiple Linear Regression, it involves more than one independent variable. Before that, it was also necessary to test the Multiple Linear Regression model in this research to see whether it meets the classical assumption requirements or not. Tests of the classical assumption requirements that will be carried out include normality tests, multicollinearity tests, heteroscedasticity tests, and autocorrelation tests. To make it easier to estimate the parameters of the production function, the function was transferred to logarithmic form, and then the parameters were determined using the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method or the least squares method (Fahad et al., 2020; Raihan, 2023; Raihan et al., 2023). The equation function was as followed.

\[
\ln\bar{Y} = \ln b_0 + b_1\ln X_1 + b_2\ln X_2 + b_3\ln X_3 + b_4\ln X_4 + b_5\ln X_5 + b_6\ln X_6 + b_7\ln X_7 + b_8\ln X_8
\]

**Information:**
- \(b_0\) = Intercept
- \(b_i\) = Regression coefficient estimating the ith variable
- \(Y\) = Rice productivity (kg/ha)
- \(X_1\) = area of land ownership (ha)
- \(X_2\) = Dosage of Urea Fertilizer Use (kg/ha)
- \(X_3\) = Dosage of TSP Fertilizer Use (kg/ha)
- \(X_4\) = Dose of NPK Fertilizer Use (kg/ha)
- \(X_5\) = Herbicide Usage Dosage (liter/ha)
- \(X_6\) = Pesticide Use Dosage (liter/ha)
- \(X_7\) = Dose of Fungicide Use (liter/ha)
- \(X_8\) = Number of Workers (HOK)

Then, to test the multiple linear regression model used in this research, three test criteria were used, namely economic criteria, statistical criteria, and econometric criteria. The first step was to test using economic criteria first. Economic criteria could be seen and known through the signs and estimated values of parameters obtained through SPSS processing, namely the unstandardized beta coefficient figures (Abdul Awal et al., 2019).

Then, the data was tested using statistical criteria. This criterion was determined by statistical theory, including the standard error of the estimate and the square of the correlation coefficient, which was called the coefficient of determination of sample data, which \(R^2\) denotes. This coefficient shows the percentage of variation in variable \(x\) that explains variable \(y\). This \(R^2\)
value has a range between 0 to 1 or \(0 < R^2 < 1\). The higher the \(R^2\) (closer to 1), the better the regression model created, meaning that the regression model could explain the diversity of the dependent variable and vice versa. Then, the F test was carried out to see whether or not the influence of the independent variables on the dependent variable was real or not. The same (simultaneous) (Shi & Conrad, 2009a, 2009b).

This test was seen through the significance value of the F test, with statistical hypotheses.

\[
\begin{align*}
H_0 & : \mu_1 = \mu_2 \\
H_1 & : \mu_1 \neq \mu_2 \\
\alpha & = 0.05
\end{align*}
\]

The decision rule namely as follows:

a. If the significance level was \(> 0.05\), then accept \(H_0\), meaning that input of seeds, urea fertilizer, TSP fertilizer, NPK fertilizer, labor, and pesticides does not affect rice productivity.

b. If the significance level was \(\leq 0.05\), then reject \(H_0\), meaning that input of seeds, urea fertilizer, TSP fertilizer, NPK fertilizer, labor, and pesticides affect rice productivity.

Analyzing whether they were price efficient using the efficiency formula and a comparison between t-count and t-table. Where the marginal product value (NPM) was the product of the marginal product and the unit price. The final step was to find out the income of rice farmers from rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village using a formula.

\[
TR = Py \cdot Y
\]

Information:

\[
\begin{align*}
TR &= \text{Revenue (IDR/Ha/Year)} \\
Py &= \text{Price of production (IDR/kg)} \\
Y &= \text{Amount of production obtained from farming (kg)}
\end{align*}
\]

The income formula was as followed:

\[
Pd = TR - TC
\]

Note:

\[
\begin{align*}
Pd &= \text{Income (IDR /Ha/Year)} \\
TR &= \text{Total Revenue (IDR /Ha/Year)} \\
TC &= \text{Total Cost (IDR /Ha/Year)}
\end{align*}
\]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The classical assumption test was needed when we analyze regression with OLS because classical assumptions were the conditions that must be met in the OLS linear regression model for the model to be valid as an estimator. The following were the results of testing using SPSS.

Regression Equation Model for Factors that Influence Productivity form Table 1. The Model of Regression Equation could be written as follows:

\[
Y = -59.4 -0.1\log LA + 0.37\log U + 0.45\log TSP + 0.22\log NPK -0.003\log HE - 0.05\log IN - 0.12\log FU
\]

Based on the summary of the regression results presented in Table 1, or the estimated regression equation, economically these two estimated equations were satisfactory as could be seen from the magnitude of all the estimated parameter values which were close to the value of one, which refers to the elastic criteria, namely if it was smaller than one it was said to be no elastic, whereas if it was greater than one it was called elastic.
Results of the T Test Regarding Production Input

The results of the research based on the table 1. were that the factors that have a significant influence on rice productivity in Ulak Jeremun Village were land area, urea fertilizer, and TSP fertilizer. In contrast, those that do not have a significant influence were the dosage of phonska, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, and the number of workers. seen from the sig value which was less than 0.05 or sig <0.05

General Condition of Rice Farming in Ulak Jeremun Village

The rice planting index in Ulak Jeremun Village was IP 100, with planting carried out during one planting season a year. On average, farmers come from indigenous populations and other districts in South Sumatra and some from the island of Java. The stages of rice cultivation in Ulak Jeremun Village were almost the same as the stages of rice cultivation in general, starting from seed and land preparation, planting, fertilizing, weeding, controlling pests and plant diseases, and harvesting. Seeds area determining factor in the success of plant cultivation. Using quality or certified seeds could reduce the risk of farming failure. In rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village, many farmers use local seeds, and some use superior and certified rice seeds. The type of rice seed used was Pioneer 32 brand rice seed with a price range of IDR 100,000 per kg. The amount of rice seeds used for cultivation by farmers was usually between 15-20 kg per ha.

Before carrying out the process of planting rice plants, it was necessary to prepare the land first. Land preparation begins with systemic spraying of herbicide to clear weeds. The planting system used by farmers could be done directly. The labor required for manual planting, namely one hectare, requires around 12 workers, with a division of tasks, namely six people making holes and six planters at the same time covering the ground. With an estimate of the time required, it could be around 8 hours per working day. Fertilization was usually carried out in two stages or three stages in one planting period. The first fertilization uses more types of fertilizer compared to the second and third fertilization, usually using SP 36, Urea, and NPK Phonska. The second and third fertilization uses two types of fertilizer, namely Urea and NPK Phonska. Some methods of fertilization also use tools and manuals, using tools that were usually made by farmers themselves using used tanks that have been modified. In contrast, manuals were sown directly by hand. Farmers in Ulak Jeremun Village carry out the weeding stage by spraying twice during the planting period. The first weeding was done on the 12th day after planting, while the second weeding was done on the 30-40th day after planting.

The herbicide dose used for weeding was 1 liter per ha in one spraying. The brand of herbicide used was Kayabas. Herbicides were applied using a sprayer in the form of a hand sprayer. Controlling pests and plant diseases was necessary so that rice plants were always in good condition. The types of pests and diseases on rice

---

**Table 1. Multiple linear regression test results factors that influence productivity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Collinearity Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I (Constant)</td>
<td>-59,441</td>
<td>2,396,852</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land area</td>
<td>-447,069</td>
<td>452,047</td>
<td>.141</td>
<td>2,327</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea</td>
<td>32,547</td>
<td>13,987</td>
<td>.141</td>
<td>2,327</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>58,247</td>
<td>26,176</td>
<td>.456</td>
<td>2,225</td>
<td>.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPK</td>
<td>624,413</td>
<td>613,805</td>
<td>.229</td>
<td>1,017</td>
<td>.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbicide</td>
<td>6,871</td>
<td>401,831</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecticide</td>
<td>-138,938</td>
<td>390,544</td>
<td>-.051</td>
<td>.356</td>
<td>.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungicide</td>
<td>-374,237</td>
<td>374,995</td>
<td>-.120</td>
<td>-.998</td>
<td>.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total human resources</td>
<td>1,481</td>
<td>24,888</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.954</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Productivity
fields in Ulak Jeremun Village were armyworm pests and fungal diseases (blast). Control of pests and plant diseases uses pesticides at an average dose of 1.2 liters per ha. The use of pesticides was usually done on the 25th to 40th day after planting. Rice harvesting was done when the rice was around 105 - 120 days after planting.

Factors Affecting Rice Productivity

The following was a description of the evaluation of the alleged equation.

Evaluation of Conjectural Equations

The estimated results of factors influencing rice productivity were presented in Table 1. There were three criteria used, namely economic criteria, statistical criteria, and econometric criteria. Then, the results of the estimated factors that influence rice productivity were presented in the form of an equation expressed in the Cobb-Douglas function. An explanation of each criterion after evaluating the results of whether there was a problem or not was as followed.

Economic Criteria

Economic criteria were determined by the principles of economic theory, in which the sign and magnitude of the estimated parameter values could be seen. If the sign and magnitude of the estimated parameter values do not match economic criteria, then it must be explained why this phenomenon occurs. These alleged parameters may be accepted if there were strong reasons to state that, in this case, the economic principles do not apply. The sign and magnitude of the estimated parameter values in this study could be seen in the table.

Economically, the regression equation in this study was good. This could be seen from the results of the signs and magnitudes of the estimated parameter values for all production inputs showing positive values, and the estimated parameter values were also good because the average elasticity value was small. Judging from this suitability, it could be concluded that the equations in this research meet economic criteria.

Statistical Criteria

The statistical criteria were seen from the R Square value, as well as the significance of the F-test and T-test. Statistically, the expected equation in this study is good. This could be seen from the large R Square value, namely 0.864. This value shows that 86.4 percent of variable x could explain variable y. Then, the remaining 13.6 percent was explained by other variables outside the research.

Furthermore, it could be seen from the results of the significant value of the F test, namely 0.025. Through the decision rule, namely, if the significant value was <0.05, it means that variable x together has a significant effect on variable y. The significant value was 0.025 < 0.05, meaning. The variables collectively or specifically, namely the area of land owned by farmers, the dose used for urea fertilizer, and the dose used for TSP fertilizer, have a significant effect. In contrast, those that do not have a significant effect were the variables for the dose used for seeds, the number of workers, and the dose used for pesticides.

Econometric Criteria

Econometric criteria were determined by testing classical assumptions. The classical assumption test was the condition that must be met in a multiple linear regression model for the model to be valid as an estimation tool. This test consists of a normality test, multicollinearity test, autocorrelation test, and heteroscedasticity test. The first stage of the classic assumption test series was carrying out a normality test. The normality test was carried out to find out whether the data used was normally distributed or not. Normality test results were obtained from the Normal P-Plot Test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The Normal P-Plot Test Statistical Test could be seen in Figure 1.

Based on Figure 1. It could be seen that the distribution of the points was close to or close to the diagonal line, meaning that the data was distributed normally. To be more convincing, researchers also carried out the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Data was normally distributed if the Asymp value was used. Sig (2-tailed) ≥ 0.05. The result obtained was that the significant value was 0.189, meaning that the data was normally distributed. So, it could be concluded that the data in this study was declared to meet the requirements of the normality test, and the data...
has spread normally. The second stage of the classic assumption test series was carrying out a multicollinearity test. The multicollinearity test was used to test whether, in the regression model. The results obtained were all tolerance values > 0.1 and VIF values < 10, meaning that the data in this study did not experience symptoms of multicollinearity. The third stage of the classic assumption test series was carrying out a heteroscedasticity test. The heteroscedasticity test was processed using the SPSS application with the scatterplot test and the Glajser test, as in Figure 2.

Based on Figure 2, it could be seen that the points were spread randomly above and below the number zero (0) on the Y-axis, meaning that there were no symptoms of heteroscedasticity in the data. To be clearer, the Glajser test could be carried out. With the decision rule, if the significant value was > 0.05, it means that the data does not have heteroscedasticity, and vice versa. Based on Table 1, the results show that the significant values for all variables were > 0.05, so it could be concluded that the data in the research do not experience symptoms of heteroscedasticity.

The fourth or final stage of the classic assumption test series was carrying out an autocorrelation test. With the decision rule, if $du<dw<4-\ du$, then there was no autocorrelation. This could be seen in Table The dw value was 2.111, the dl value was 1.0974, and the du value was 1.8835. So, it was known that the value was $1.8835<2.111<2.1165$ based on the autocorrelation decision rule for this value, namely $du<dw<4-\ du$, so there was no autocorrelation in the data in the research. With this, it could be concluded that the data was processed using linear regression analysis. This multiple model meets the requirements of classical assumptions, and it could be ensured that the regression equation obtained was consistent, unbiased, and accurate in estimation so that the assumptions applied to estimate these parameters were considered valid.
Influence of Each Variable

In this research, six variables influence rice productivity. These variables were land area, urea, and TSP fertilizer, while the other variables have no significant effect. These results were in line with research by Joan et al. (2018) that urea fertilizer has a real effect on rice productivity. This was due to the provision of urea fertilizer on time and by the recommended dosage because rice was a rice variety that was sensitive to fertilization, thereby increasing its productivity. The influence of variable doses of TSP and urea fertilizer use on rice productivity could be seen from the estimated parameter values resulting from the regression analysis. Based on the results of the influence of the estimated parameter values, it means that every 1 percent increase in TSP fertilizer use will increase productivity by 0.58 percent, assuming that other variables were considered constant (ceteris paribus).

After the t-test, the significant value was 0.001 at a confidence level of 95 percent. The significant value was 0.001 < 0.05, so reject Ho. This means that partially, the variable dose of TSP fertilizer use has a significant effect on rice productivity. This happens due to the availability of sufficient TSP fertilizer and its application according to the recommended dosage so that rice productivity increases. Partially, this variable has no significant effect on rice productivity. This result was in line with research by Santoso et al. (2013), which states that pesticides have no real effect on rice productivity. The reason was that the problem of plant pest organisms was not too serious, so the use of pesticides was not too much; the use of pesticides that were not too much causes no effect on rice productivity. Based on field results, it was known that the use of pesticides in Ulak Jeremun Village has had little effect in eradicating plant pest organisms. So, farmers tend not to use pesticides. This was what makes the variable dose of pesticide use not have a positive effect on rice productivity because whatever dose of pesticide was used, productivity will remain the same.

Production Input Efficiency

In this research, the efficiency value was determined from price efficiency, namely the efficiency of using production inputs on prices. Efficiency value could be achieved if the Marginal Product Value (NPM) for an input was the same as the price of the production input (Hx). Based on the results of regression analysis calculations, the regression coefficient value of production input on rice productivity was obtained, which was used to calculate the efficiency value of using production input. After knowing the efficiency value of each production input, the statistical value (t-count) was calculated to see the efficiency of the overall data in this research. Using the decision rule, if t-count ≤ t-table, it means that the use of production inputs was efficient, while t-count ≥ t-table means that the use of production inputs was not yet efficient. The efficiency index for using production inputs in Ulak Jeremun Village could be seen in Table 2.

Table 2. Efficiency index for using production inputs in ulak Jeremun Village

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production Input</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Xi</th>
<th>Hx</th>
<th>t-hit</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land Area (X1)</td>
<td>-447.069</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>8,980.333</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>Efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage of Urea Fertilizer Use (X2)</td>
<td>32.547</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>290,000</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>Efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage of TSP(X) Fertilizer Use (X3)</td>
<td>58.247</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>230,000</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>Efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage of NPK Fertilizer Use (X4)</td>
<td>624.413</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>433.333</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>Not efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage of Herbicide Pesticide Use (X5)</td>
<td>6.871</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>260,000</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>Not efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage of Use of Insecticide Pesticides (X6)</td>
<td>-138.938</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>270,000</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>Not efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage of Use of Fungicide Pesticides (X7)</td>
<td>-374.237</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>350,000</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>Not efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Workers (X8)</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>2,740.590</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>Not efficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T table: t (0.05;30) = 1.69726
**Explanation Per Variable**

The results of the t-count calculation show that the land area owned by farmers in Ulak Jeremun Village was classified as efficient by influencing rice productivity in Ulak Jeremun Village. Likewise, the use of urea and TSP fertilizers was efficient. The results of the t-count calculation show that the dose used for urea fertilizer has a value of 16.43. This value was greater than the t-table, namely 1.69726. Based on the decision rule t-count ≥ t-table, rejecting H0 means the use of urea input for production was efficient. This means that the average dose of urea fertilizer used by farmers was according to the recommended dose. Based on recommendations from the Department of Agriculture, Food Crops and Horticulture, Ogan Komering Ilir Regency, the dose of urea fertilizer was three quintals per hectare. In comparison, that used by farmers was 2.95 quintals per hectare. It was necessary to increase the dose of urea fertilizer as recommended so that its use was efficient. The results of the t-count calculation show that the dose of fertilizer used was efficient. This was because the average dose of TSP fertilizer used by farmers was according to the recommended dose. Based on recommendations from the Department of Agriculture, Food Crops and Horticulture, Ogan Komering Ilir Regency, the recommended dose for using TSP fertilizer was 1.78 quintals per hectare. In comparison, that used by farmers was 1.76 quintals per hectare. In contrast, the use of NPK fertilizer in Ulak Jeremun Village was inefficient. This was because the average dose of NPK fertilizer used by farmers does not match the recommended dose. Based on recommendations from the Department of Agriculture, Food Crops and Horticulture, Ogan Komering Ilir Regency, the recommended dose for using NPK fertilizer was two quintals per hectare. In comparison, that used by farmers was 2.15 quintals per hectare. It was necessary to reduce the dose of NPK fertilizer according to recommendations so that its use was efficient. The number of HOK workers per hectare for rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village was inefficient. This was because the labor used was labor due to flooding. Likewise, the dosage of pesticide use could be more efficient. The use of pesticides, insecticides, and herbicides per hectare for rice in Ulak Jeremun Village could be more efficient because farmers tend not to use pesticides at all. Hence, the weeds become tall and block the flow of water.

**Rice Farming Income**

Farming income was obtained from total farming revenues minus total production costs. Rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village was carried out once a year or in one planting season; planting was done in April, and generally, harvesting was in July. In this research, income was calculated from rice farming in 1 planting season in 1 year. The following was an explanation of the income of rice farmers in Ulak Jeremun Village.

**Rice Farming Production Costs**

Production costs were the costs incurred by farmers in carrying out their farming business. Production costs consist of fixed costs and variable costs. In this research, rice production costs were calculated in one planting season. Production costs were obtained from the sum of fixed costs and variable costs.

**Fixed Cost**

Fixed costs were costs whose use does not end within one planting period, measured in units of rupiah per hectare per year. In fixed costs, there were depreciation costs, which were a reduction in the price of goods based on their economic life. The costs calculated as fixed costs in this research were the costs of depreciation of tools used by farmers, such as hoes, sickles, buckets, and hand sprayers. Details of the average depreciation costs in farming during one rice planting season could be seen in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pen</th>
<th>Depreciation (IDR/Ha/Year)</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sickle</td>
<td>9,904</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoe</td>
<td>18,854</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucket</td>
<td>22,560</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sprayer</td>
<td>97,401</td>
<td>65.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>148,741</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on Table 3, it could be seen that the average depreciation cost for rice farmers' equipment in Ulak Jeremun Village was IDR 148,741 hectares per year. The highest depreciation cost was the hand sprayer, with an amount of IDR 97,401, and the percentage was 65.4 percent, while the smallest depreciation cost was the sickle with an amount of IDR 9,904, and the percentage was 6.65 percent.

**Variable Costs**

Variable costs were costs that were used up in one planting season, measured in units of rupiah per hectare per year. In variable costs, if there were changes in rice farming activities, the costs incurred by farmers will also change according to needs. The costs calculated as variable costs in this research were the costs of seeds, pesticides, fertilizers, and labor wages. Details of the average variable costs incurred in farming during one rice planting season could be seen in Table 4.

Based on Table 4, it could be seen that the average amount of variable costs incurred by rice farmers in Ulak Jeremun Village was IDR 7,126,580 per hectare per year. The largest variable cost was labor, with the amount of IDR 2,984,496.

**Total Production Cost**

The total production cost was the sum of the fixed costs and variable costs incurred by the sample farmer in rice farming activities carried out during the rice planting season. Details of the average production costs of rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village could be seen in Table 5. Based on Table 5, it could be seen that the average total production costs incurred by rice farmers in Ulak Jeremun Village were IDR 7,275,229 per hectare per year. In detail, the fixed costs incurred by farmers were IDR 148,640 per hectare per year with a percentage of 2.04 percent, and the variable costs incurred were IDR 7,126,580 per hectare per year with a percentage of 97.95 percent.

**Rice Farming Revenue**

Income from rice farming was obtained from the amount of harvest production multiplied by the selling price. Revenue in this research was the total production received by farmers during one year or one planting season and multiplied by the selling price of rice per kilogram. The rice sold was shelled rice that has been dried in the sun until the water content was around 16-14 percent. Details of the average income of farmers from rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village could be seen in Table 6. Based on Table 6, it could be seen that in Ulak Jeremun Village, the average rice production obtained from sample farmers was 3,736 kg with an average cultivated area of 1.62 hectares per planting season with an average selling price of shelled rice of IDR 3,805.00 per kg. From the average selling price and rice production, an average revenue of IDR 14,215,480 per hectare per year was obtained.

| Table 4. Average Variable Costs of Rice Farming in Ulak Jeremun Village |
| Description | Cost (Variable IDR /Ha/Year) | Percentage (%) |
| Seed | 1,940,685 | 20,21 |
| Pesticide | 401,022 | 1.47 |
| Fertilizer | 1,800,377 | 23.85 |
| Labor Wages Work | 2,984,496 | 54.50 |
| Amount | 7,126,580 | 100.00 |

| Table 5. Average total production costs of rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village |
| Description of Production Costs | Cost (IDR /Ha/Year) | Percentage (%) |
| Fixed cost | 148,640 | 2.04 |
| Variable Costs | 7,126,580 | 97.95 |
| Production Cost | 7,275,229 | 100.00 |

| Table 6. Average income from rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village |
| Description | Revenue (IDR /Ha/Year) |
| Selling Price (IDR /Kg) | 3,805 |
| Production (Kg/ Ha/Year) | 3,736 |
| Revenue (IDR) | 14,215,480 |
Table 7. Average rice farming income in Ulak Jeremun Village

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Income (IDR/Ha/Year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>14,215,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Cost</td>
<td>7,275,229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>6,940,251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rice Farming Income

Rice farming income was obtained from the difference between revenue and total production costs incurred during the rice planting season. Income was influenced by revenue and total production costs. If the revenue obtained was low, and the total production costs incurred were high, then income will be low, and if the revenue obtained was high, and the total production costs incurred were low, then income will be high. Details of the average income of farmers from rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village could be seen in Table 7.

Based on Table 7, it could be seen that farmers in Ulak Jeremun Village generate an average income from rice farming of IDR 6,940,251 per hectare per year. From these details, the income from rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village was relatively high, and rice farming was said to be profitable because the income was higher than the production costs incurred by farmers during the rice production process activities.

The source of income in Ulak Jeremun Village was not only from rice farming but also from rice farming and outside farming, such as laborers, artisans, traders, and so on. Based on information from local farmers, the income from rice farming was more profitable than rice farming because the production costs incurred in rice farming activities were lower. Seeing that the income from rice farming alone was profitable, coupled with the income from rice farming and non-farming, it could be concluded that farmers in Ulak Jeremun Village were relatively prosperous with a high level of income.

CONCLUSION

Based on the research and discussions that have been carried out to test the hypothesis, it can be concluded that the factors that have a positive influence on rice productivity in Ulak Jeremun Village are the area of land owned by farmers, the dosage of urea fertilizer, TSP fertilizer and NPK fertilizer, while those that do not have a significant effect. Are the doses used for seeds, herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and the number of workers? The income from rice farming in Ulak Jeremun Village is IDR 6,940,251 per hectare per year.

1. Suggestions that could be given after carrying out this research are as follows:
2. Farmers should use fertilizer doses according to government recommendations and use pesticide doses according to the usage instructions stated on each pesticide package, as well as using the type of pesticide and the correct time to use pesticides to ensure efficiency.
3. For future researchers, it is recommended to conduct in-depth research on the profits and income of farming households in Ulak Jeremun Village.
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